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Every business, knowingly or without knowing has a certain amount of

data exposed in public.

We fix that! and improve your data protection without any resistance 

to your buiness continuity.
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https://detasecure.com/


We are accomplished cyber security experts,  with industry
experience in leadership roles in enterprises PwC, PayPal,
Walmart,Thoughtworks and EY, taking care of cyber security
practices and global delivery in sectors l ike web3, f inance, e-
commerce, healthcare, insurance and telecom domains. We help
companies in discovering their exposed data over the Internet.
Post analysis,  we score them on the basis of their existing security
frameworks and recommend ways to improve their overall  security
posture. We also provide a threat protection program to make
companies ready for any unforeseen future attacks.
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WHO WE ARE ?
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GETSECURED.AI
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GETSecured is a security scanning tool that can be used to find breached
data, web app vulnerabilities, data leakage, whether the employees' emails
are breached somewhere or not from Internet to Deep and Dark-Web. It also
have capabilities to do risk assessment and give compliance report for
web2.0 & web 3.0 applications and many more. We have a user friendly
dashboard in which you can view all your previous scan details like from
which country the asset is located, detailed vulnerability reports with
mitigations.

O U R P r o D U C T

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.getsecured.ai

https://getsecured.ai/
https://getsecured.ai/
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.getsecured.ai

OVERVIEW

Asset Monitoring Discover and monitor publicly exposed digital assets.
Detailed overview of asset inventory.

Security Scans Easy and early discovery of vulnerabilities on your application
and infrastructure, Comprehensive security scan for your web, cloud and API
assets.

Data breaches Monitor dark web for breaches and take immediate actions.

Compliance health One click scan to know the effect of scan results on your
compliance health. Supported GDPR, ISO and SOC2 compliance.

Consolidated Summary One dashboard to track the security posture of the
entire organization. Actionable mitigation and reporting.

https://getsecured.ai/
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Demo link: http://gs-prod-demo-website.s3-website-us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/  
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STORY SO FAR...

We Launched GEtSecured Platform on end of November 2021…
We have developed and implemented GETSecured Platform for scanning for

Data Breaches, Assets Discovery, Data Leaks, Security Vulnerabilities and
many more…

Vulnerabilities
Mitigated

Web Assets Discovered

Cloud 
Misconfigurations 
Detected

Data Breach Detected

non- 
compliance 
Risks

PII Data Breached

1,891

24,651

1,766

36,933 10,866

22,680

Q2 2022 with 41 Customers & 170 Unique Assets GETSecured Discovered...

LEARN MORE

https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/document/C561FAQGApiPsQpnicg/feedshare-document-pdf-analyzed/0/1657875646202?e=1660780800&v=beta&t=iq4SEh9Ff6QFF3h593kqxzbf-V_Vu3Rl80a6J4RwD64
https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/document/C561FAQGApiPsQpnicg/feedshare-document-pdf-analyzed/0/1657875646202?e=1660780800&v=beta&t=iq4SEh9Ff6QFF3h593kqxzbf-V_Vu3Rl80a6J4RwD64
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